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Appendix 1: NPN Languages and reflexes of PA nominal class prefixation 

Having reflexes Lacking reflexes Insufficient 
information 

1 Amurdak 1 Alawa 1 Bugurnidja 
2 Bininj Gunwok 2 Bardic 2 Gonbudj 
3 Burarra 3 Batjjamalh 3 Ngaduk 
4 Enindhilyakwa 4 Bunuba 4 Ngalarrunga 
5 Gaagudju 5 Dalabon 5 Ngombur 
6 Giimbiyu 6 Gajirrabeng 6 Nyardi 
7 Gulumoerrgin 7 Gija 7 Nyiwanawu 
8 Gurr-goni 8 Gooniyandi 8 Worrwolam 
9 Ilgar/Garig 9 Gungarakany 9 Wurrugu 
10 Iwaidja 10 Insular Tangkic 10 Yukul 
11 Jaminjung/Ngaliwurru

1
 11 Kamu 

12 Jawoyn 12 Lardil 
13 Jingulu 13 Mainland Tangkic 
14 Kunbarlang 14 Mangarrayi 
15 Limilngan 15 Marranj 
16 MalakMalak 16 Marrgu 
17 Marra 17 Marrimaninjsji 
18 Mawng 18 Marringarr 
19 Ndjébbana 19 Marrithiyel 
20 Ngalakgan 20 Matige 
21 Ngandi 21 Matngele 
22 Ngarinyin 22 Minkin 
23 Ngarnka 23 Miriwoong 
24 Nungali 24 Murriny-Patha 
25 Tiwi 25 Nyulnyulic 
26 Umbugarla 26 Nimanburru 
27 Unggumi 27 Na-kara 
28 Uwinymil 28 Ngan’gityemerri 
29 Wagiman 29 Rembarrnga 
30 Wambayan 30 Warray 
31 Wardaman 31 Western 

Nyulnyulan 
32 Warndarrang 
33 Worrorra 
34 Wubuy 
35 Wuna 
36 Wunambal 

Appendix 2: Prefix forms and lexical domain associations 

We list here all known reflexes of the proto-prefixes that we have reconstructed: Class 
prefixes – *ci- “Class I”, *ta- “Class III”, *ma- “Class IV”, *ku- “Class V”. The one 
exception is with the languages of the Mirndi family, where we provide only the Proto-

1 The status of Jaminjung/Ngaliwurru and Nungali as distinct languages or dialects of a single language is 

unclear. One of the central parameters differentiating Nungali from Jaminjung/Ngaliwurru is that Nungali has a 

prefixal noun class system. Given this, we treat the two as separate languages for the purposes of this paper. 
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Mirndi reconstructions. Harvey et al. (2006) and Harvey (2008) provide complete 
information on the reflexes in the individual Mirndi languages.  

We have proposed that PA class marking was an agreement marking system and not a 
head marking system. Consequently, we provide information on class marking in each of the 
principal nominal parts of speech – nouns, adjectives, demonstratives, pronouns – separately, 
where such information is available. We also aim to account for the forms of verbal class 
prefixation. Verbal class prefixation can vary according to grammatical relation: Intransitive 
Subject (S), Transitive Object (O), Transitive Subject (A). Where verbal class prefixation 
does vary, we provide information on these functions separately.  

We have also proposed that the class prefixes had prototypical lexical domain 

associations: *ci- “Class I” – Human Male, *ciɲ- “Class II” – Human Female, *ta- “Class III” 

– Animal, *ma- “Class IV” – Plant, *ku- “Class V” – Default. In Appendix 2, to clearly set 
out the basis for this reconstruction of domain associations, we present information on 
synchronic class marking in terms of how a particular relevant lexical domain is marked, and 
not in terms of the set of lexical domains associated with a particular class marker. Thus, for 
example, we present information in terms of how the Human Male domain is marked in the 
various parts-of-speech, and not in terms of the lexical domain associations of reflexes of the 
Class I prefix *ci-.  

The coherence of lexical domain associations varies considerably across the 
languages we examine. In cases where there is less coherence, we provide a summary of 
lexical domain associations in agreement marking. We do not consider lexical domain 
associations in head marking, as we do not reconstruct head marking for PA. In those cases 
where domain associations are reasonably coherent, only the relevant domain associations are 
presented. Thus, for example, in cases where reflexes of the Class I prefix *ci- chiefly mark 
the Human Male domain and conversely the Human Male domain is chiefly marked by 
reflexes of *ci-, we simply list the reflexes of *ci- as the marker for the Human Male domain. 

There are 29 languages where reflexes of the PA class prefix paradigm form part of a 
synchronic system of class marking: 
 
Bininj Gunwok, Burarra, Enindhilyakwa, Gaagudju, Giimbiyu, Gulumoerrgin, Gurr-goni, 
Ilgar/Garig, Jingulu, Kunbarlang, Limilngan, MalakMalak, Mawng, Ndjébbana, Ngalakgan, 
Ngandi, Ngarinyin, Ngarnka, Tiwi, Umbugarla, Unggumi, Uwinymil, Wambayan, 
Wardaman, Warndarrang, Worrorra, Wubuy, Wuna, Wunambal 
 
There are 6 languages with reflexes of PA class prefix paradigm which do not form part of a 
synchronic system of class marking. 
 
Amurdak, Iwaidja, Jaminjungan (Mirndi), Jawoyn, Marra, Wagiman 
 
1. Amurdak  
Part Nouns – Possessor – closed class (Handelsmann 1991: 51; Mailhammer & Handelsmann 
2009) 
The default 3SG Possessor prefix is wi-. However, stems with an initial labial take ji- as the 
3SG Possessor prefix (e.g., ji-maŋa “her/his/its throat”).  
 
2. Bininj Gunwok 
Nouns (Evans 2003a: 155–160, 185–195) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Non-locative Ø-, na- Ø-, ŋal- Ø-, man- Ø-, kun- 

Locative Ø-, na- Ø-, ŋal- Ø-, mi- Ø-, ku- 
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Adjectives & Demonstratives (Evans 2003a: 200–207) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Non-locative na- ŋal- man- kun- 

Locative na- ŋal- mi- ku- 

 
Lexical domain associations (Evans 2003a: 202) 

na- male higher animates, overall default for animates, some lower animates, rain, 
compass points, some items used in painting, trade items, esp. Macassan and 
European, some types of honey 

ŋal- female higher animates, some lower animates, sun 

man- plants and their products, including life-form terms, sexual and excretory body parts, 
song, ceremony, custom, fire (both bush and domestic), food (vegetable and 
otherwise), some types of honey, boats, planes, cars 

kun- most parts of animals and plants, some parts of the landscape, weather and sea, time 
measures, languages and speech, country, place-based social categories 

 
3. Burarra 
Nouns (Glasgow 1984: 6-8) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Absolutive Ø- Ø- Ø- Ø- 

Ins/Loc ana- ci- mu- ku- 

 
Adjectives & Demonstratives (Glasgow 1984: 6-8) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Absolutive an- cin- mun- kun- 

Ins/Loc ana- ci- mu- ku- 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject and Transitive Object (Glasgow 1984: 6–8) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

a- ciɲ- mu- ku- 

 
Lexical domain associations (Glasgow 1984: 8–9) 

an- human males, many animals, moon, metal objects 

cin- human females, animals not in an- class, sun 

mun- non-meat food, spearshafts, clothing, bedding, paper, pens 

kun- wood, water, fire, places, houses, furniture 

 
4. Enindhilyakwa 
In phonetic realization, many Enindhilyakwa prefixes vary between C- realizations before 
vowel-initial roots, and Cə- realizations before consonant-initial roots. Van Egmond (2012: 
19–21) analyses the [ə] in the Cə- realizations as epenthetic. However, in all cases where 
these Enindhilyakwa prefixes have cognates, the cognates are CV-. The reduction of a 
sequence *CV1-V2 > C-V2 is a standard process. Consequently, we propose that the historical 
relationship between the synchronic C- and Cə- variants was one of vowel deletion and not 
one of epenthesis. As our focus is on historical relationships, we present the Cə- variants of 
these prefixes, in order to facilitate comparison with other languages. 
 
Nouns, Adjectives and Demonstratives (van Egmond 2012: 94) 

Human Male Animal Feminine Plant Other 

nə- jə- t ̪ə- ma- a-, e- 
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Prefixation to Non-human nouns is a closed system (van Egmond 2012: 93–97). The Human 
Male and Animal classes are not distinguished in verbal morphology. 
 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject (van Egmond 2012: 133) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Realis nə- jiŋə- nəmə- na- /_C, nuw- /_V 

Irrealis kə-nə-, ke-nə- kə-ŋə- kə-mə- ka- /_C, kuw-/_V 

Hortative e-nə- a-ŋə- a-mə- a-kə- 

 
Verbs – Transitive Object (van Egmond 2012: 138–147, 390–391) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

nə-, enə-, nenə- jiŋə-, ŋa- ma- Ø- 

 
Verbs – Transitive Subject (van Egmond 2012: 138–147, 390–391) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

nə-, enə- jiŋə-, aŋə- mə- kə- 
 
Lexical domain associations (van Egmond 2012: 103) 

nə- human males 

jə- some higher animals of either sex, some lower animals, some plants, some body parts 
and body products, honey, moon, artefacts associated with men (e.g., football)  

t ̪ə- some higher animals of either sex, some lower animals, some plants, celestial entities, 
artefacts associated with women (e.g., washing machine, clothing)  

ma- some lower animals, some plants, some body parts and body products, sun, weather, 
vehicles, things associated with the sea, cloth  

a-, e- some lower animals, some plants, some body parts and body products, languages and 
speech, new artefacts, introduced food  

 
5. Gaagudju 
Gender variable nouns – closed class (Harvey 2002: 144–153) 

Human Male Human Female 

na-, ji-, i- ɲiN- 

 
Adjectives – closed class (Harvey 2002: 144-153) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

na-, ji-, i- ɲiN- ma-, naN- ku-, naN- 

 
Demonstratives (Harvey 2002: 194-201) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Definite na- ɲina-, naɲa- nama- naŋka- 

“that” makaɾ-a maka-ca makaɾ-pa maka-ca 

“where” -na -naɲa -nama -naŋka 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject – closed class (Harvey 2002: 224–226) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Irrealis i- ɲi- ma- ku- 

Present Ø- ɲ- ma- ɲ- 

Other Ø- ɲiN-, N- ma- N- 
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Verbs – Transitive Object – closed class (Harvey 2002: 224–226) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Irrealis Ø-, i- ɲi- ma- ku- 

Present Ø- ɲi-, ɲ- ma- Ø-, ku- 

Other Ø- ɲiN-, N- ma-, m- Ø-, ku-, ɲ- 

 
Lexical domain associations (Harvey 2002: 149) 

na-, ji- i- human males, most animates, European material objects, rain 

ɲiN- human females, some animates 

ma-, naN- plants and their parts, weapons 

ku-, naN- abstract entities, body parts, fire, geographical features, temporals 

 
6. Giimbiyu (Birch 2006: 23–25) 
Adjectives 

(ŋ)a(n)-, ja- Masculine 

i(n)- Feminine 

ma(n)- Vegetable 

u(n)- Neuter 

 
There is also class prefixation in the demonstrative systems, and in verbal cross-reference. 
However, the data on Giimbiyu is very limited, and it is not possible to provide a complete 
description of these systems. 
 
7. Gulumoerrgin (Larrakia) (Harvey ms. a) 
All prefixal class marking systems are closed. 
Gender variable kin nouns 

Female Male 

ŋal- ni- 

 
Adjectives, Demonstratives and Nouns 

Humans Animal Plant Other 

p(V)- t(V)- m(V)- k(V)-, kw(V)- 

-pa, -wa, -Ø -ta, -ɾa, -la, -ɻa, -Ø -ma -kwa, -wa, -Ø 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject and Transitive Object 

Humans Animal Plant Other 

p(V)- t(V)- m(V)- k(V)-, kw(V)- 

 
8. Gurr-goni 
Nouns (R. Green 1995: 44, 88–90) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Absolutive Ø-, an- Ø-, cin- Ø-, mun- Ø-, kun- 

Ins/Loc nu- ci- mu- ku- 

 
Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns (R. Green 1995: 47–49, 50–51, 88–90) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Absolutive an- cin- mun- kun- 

Ins/Loc nu- ci- mu- ku- 

 
Demonstratives (R. Green 1995: 49–50) 
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Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

a- ci- mu-, mi- ku-, ki 

 
Part Nouns – Possessor – closed class (R. Green 1995: 51–52, 96–98) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

an- cin- mun- kun- 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject and Transitive Object (R. Green 1995: 52–53, 163–64, 170–171) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

a- ciɲ-/_+j, cin-/_+t,  

ci-/ elsewhere 

mu- ku- 

With /j/ initial verb stems, the Feminine prefix is ci- in faster speech and ciɲ- elsewhere. 

 
Lexical domain associations (R. Green 1995: 56–60) 

an- human males, malevolent beings, celestial phenomena that are mythically male, 
specifically male animal terms, most other animal species, a number of plants, some 
traditional manufactured items, metal objects, cars and trucks, clothes and soft 
furnishings, some body parts 

cin- human females, celestial phenomena that are mythically female, animals not in an- 
class, a few plants, a few body parts 

mun- most living plants, vegetable foods, most items made from plant materials, most 
body parts, corroboree and songs, canoes, paper, directions, causal relationships 

kun- natural environment, water and liquids, fire and associated things, a few plants, 
structures and buildings, time, speech and speech forms, sicknesses, some body 
parts, abstract nouns 

 
9. Ilgar/Garig 
Adjectives – closed class (Evans 2000a: 105, 107) 

Masculine Feminine 

(j)i- (j)iɲ- 

 
Pronouns (Evans 2000b) 

 Human Female Human Male 

Cardinal iɲ-anat Ø-anat (Ilgar) j-anat (Garig) 

Dative iɲ-umuŋ (Ilgar), jiɲ-umuŋ (Garig) Ø-umuŋ 

Emphatic iɲ-amin j-amin 

 
Part Nouns – Possessor – closed class (Evans 2000a: 98, 102) 

Human Male Human Female 

ji- jiɲ- 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject and Transitive Object– closed class (Evans 2000a: 107, 115–
118) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

ji- jiɲ- ma- aŋ- 

The prefixation for the Plant and Other classes is remnant and found only with a few verbs. 
 
Lexical domain associations (Evans 2000a: 116–118) 

(j)i- human males 

(j)iɲ- human females 
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ma- food, plant, bush 

aŋ- water, ground, earth, place, abstract, language, thought 

 
10. Iwaidja  
Pronouns (Pym & Larrimore 1979: 45) 

 Subject/Possessive Object/Benefactive Seq of Participant 

3SG c-anat cu-muŋ ca-min 

3PL w-anat, w-anat-canat wi-muŋ, wa-muŋ wa-min 

Iwaidja does not have a nominal noun class system, but the 3SG pronoun preserves the old 
Masculine class marking which is found in other Iwaidjan languages – Ilgar and Mawng. 
 
Verbs –Transitive Object – closed system (Pym & Larrimore 1979: 88–91) 

No clear associations mam- 

Earth, ground  ‘aŋ- 
 
11. Jawoyn (Merlan & Jacq 2005) 
Nouns 

 Human Male Human Female Locational Other 

Non-locative Ø-, na- ŋal- ŋan- Ø- 

Locative – ŋal- ni- Ø- 

Instrumental Ø- Ø- – kun- 

 
Adjectives 

 Masculine Feminine Locational Other 

Non-locative na- ŋal- 
na- (rare) 

na-, ŋan- na-, ŋan- 

Locative – ŋal- ni- Ø- 

 
12. Kun-barlang (Coleman 2003) 
Kun-barlang demonstratives distinguish five classes: Masculine, Feminine, Plant, 
Inanimate/Abstract, and Place. All other agreement and head marking distinguishes only four 
classes, with Inanimate/Abstract and Place showing the same marking. 
 
Demonstratives 

   Other 

Masculine  Feminine Plant Inanimate/Abstract Place 

ni-, na- ŋi-, ŋa- ma- ŋo-, ŋa- ke-, ko-, ka- 

 
Nouns  

Masculine – 
Human 

Masculine – 
Non-human 

Feminine – 
Human 

Feminine – 
Non-human 

Plant Other 

Ø-, na- Ø-, na- Ø-, ŋal- Ø-, ki- ma-, man- ku-, kun- 

 
Adjectives, Article 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

na- kin- man- kun- 

na- ki- ma- ku- 

ki- ki- ma- ku- 

The choice between the paradigms is lexically conditioned. 
 
Lexical domain associations 
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ni-, na- men, some animals, things with male associations 

ŋi-, ŋa- women, some animals, things with female associations 

ma- plants, foods, man-made objects 

ŋo-, ŋa- ideas, time, language, inanimate substances 

ke-, ko-, ka- areas, locations 

 
13. Limilngan 
Gender variable kin nouns (Harvey 2001: 56–58) 

Human Female Human Male 

ŋil- n- 

 
Adjectives – closed class (Harvey 2001: 44–45) 

Human Animal Plant Other 

pu- tu- mu- tu- 

 
Possessive pronouns (Harvey 2001: 53) 

Human Animal Plant Other 

(m)p(V)- t(V)- m(V)- t(V)- 

 
Demonstratives (Harvey 2001: 59) 

 Human Animal Plant Other 

“this, that” -wi -na -ma -ja, -ju, -ka, -ŋa 

“who, where” -wi -tta -ma -ka 

 
Pronouns – aji-nicani “alone, self” (Harvey 2001: 52) 

Human Animal Plant Other 

w- l- m- Ø- 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject – closed class (Harvey 2001: 84–85) 

 Human Animal Plant Other 

Future w- l- m- Ø- 

Irrealis u-, i- il- mu, m- Ø- 

Other w-, i- il- mi- Ø-, i- 

 
We analyse the Animal class prefix il- as deriving historically from a compound prefix *i-l- 
“Human-Animal”. 
 
Verbs – Transitive Object – closed class (Harvey 2001: 84–85) 

 Human Animal Plant Other 

Future w-, i-, Ø- l- m- Ø-, u- 

Irrealis w-, i-, Ø- l- m-, p- Ø- 

Other w-, i- l- m-, p- Ø-, u- 

 
14. MalakMalak 
Adjectives – closed class (Birk 1976: 98–104) 

Masculine Feminine Plant  Other 

jV(n)- nV(n)- mV(n)- wV(n)- 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject – closed class (Birk 1976: 50–74) 

Masculine Feminine Plant  Other 
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jV(n)-, wV- nV(n)-, nV(m)-,wV- mV(n)- wV(n)- 

 
Lexical domain associations (Birk 1976: 101–104) 

jV(n)- male humans and animals, edible meat, parts of the body, certain weapons used for 
killing humans, rain, tide 

nV(n)- female humans and animals, sun, stars 

mV(n)- non-meat food, parts of the body directly associated with food and speech, weapons 
and implements for obtaining food (meat and non-meat), language, story 

wV(n)- trees, wooden objects, fire, natural phenomena, European implements 

 
15. Marra  
Nouns & Adjectives (Heath 1981: 71–76) 

 Human Female Part Noun Other 

Absolutive n- n- Ø- 

Oblique ja- ɲa- na- 

 
Demonstratives (Heath 1981: 144–149) 

 Human Female Part Noun Other 

Absolutive ŋi-, ŋa- n-ki-, n-ka- ni-, na- 

Oblique ja- ɲa- na- 

 
16. Mawng  
Gender variable nouns – closed class (Singer 2006: 16, 20) 

Human Female Human Male 

ŋal-, niɲ- na-, i- 

 
Adjectives – closed class (Singer 2006: 16) 

Paradigm Masculine Feminine Edible Vegetation Land 

Major i- niɲ- aK- ma- wu- 

Minor nu- niɲ- naK- na- u-, nuŋ-, Ø- 

 
Nearly all prefixing nominals take the forms from the major paradigm. There are only a few 
members in the minor paradigms. The capital K in the Edible class prefix aK-, naK-, signals 

that a following root exhibits an allomorph with a less sonorous initial segment: e.g., -ŋuɭac 

“name”, a-kuɭac “Edible-name” (Singer 2006: 17–18). The adjective aɻa “some, other” has 

two masculine forms j-aɻa and c-aɻa (Singer 2006: 25). 

 
Demonstratives (Singer 2006: 30) 

 Masculine Feminine Edible Vegetation Land 

Article ca cita ta mata ta 

this nuka cuka tuka muka tuka 

that naka caka taka maka waka, taka 

 
Pronouns (Singer 2006: 36) 

 Masculine Feminine Edible Vegetation Land 

Cardinal janat iɲanat atcanat manat aɲanat 

Contrastive jamin iɲamin atcamin mamin aɲamin 

 
Part Nouns – Possessor – closed class (Singer 2006: 16) 
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Masculine Feminine Edible Vegetation Land 

i- niɲ- aK- ma- wu- 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject and Transitive Object (Singer 2006: 16, 57) 

Masculine Feminine Edible Vegetation Land 

i- iɲ- aK- ma- aŋ- 

 
Lexical domain associations (Singer 2006: 164) 

i- male humans, large animals such as dugong and kangaroo, generic terms for snakes, 
fish, birds, meat, animals, most birds (others feminine), most snakes, fish, honey, 
sugar, song, most European artefacts, some spears (others vegetation), generic term 
for woven artefacts and some specific terms, moon, rain, lightning, some body parts 

niɲ- female humans, some birds, most crabs and other crustaceans, a few small animals, 
sun and stars, (no body parts) 

aK- vegetable foods, food (generic), housing, general household possessions, wind, some 
terms for clouds and sky, some body parts 

ma- plants: trees, grasses, vines; many wooden artefacts: generic term for spears, and many 
specific terms (others Masculine); string, most specific terms for woven artefacts, fire, 
firewood, some body parts 

wu- kinds of ground: earth, rocks, sand, mud, landforms such as mountains, valleys; place 
names and words for kinds of places, liquids: water, milk, bodies of freshwater; 
knowledge, thought, culture, speech, language, events, time: seasons, temporal 
adverbials; some body parts 

 
17. Ndjébbana 
Adjectives (McKay 2000: 192–194, 198–199) 

Masculine Feminine 

n- ɲa- 

 
Demonstratives (McKay 2000: 216–217) 

 Masculine Feminine 

“this” ci-ja ɲa-ja 

“that” ŋa-nejappa ɲa-nejappa 

 
Part Noun – Possessor – closed class (McKay 2000: 198–199) 

Masculine Feminine 

n-, ŋa-, ka-, Ø-, ma-, na- ɲa- 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject (McKay 2000: 208–213) 

 Masculine Feminine 

Realis ka- ɲa- 

Irrealis ka- jV- 

 
Verbs – Transitive Object (McKay 2000: 208–213) 

Masculine Feminine 

Ø- jV- 

 
18. Ngalakgan 
Nouns, Adjectives (Baker 2008: 138; Merlan 1983: 35–39) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant  Other 
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Default nu- cu- mu- ku- 

Topic nu-ku- cu-ku mun-ku kun-ku- 

 
Demonstratives (Merlan 1983: 74) 

Masculine Feminine Plant  Other 

nu- cu- mun- kun- 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject and Transitive Object (Baker 2002; Merlan 1983: 39) 

Masculine Feminine Plant  Other 

Ø- Ø- mu- ku- 

 
Lexical domain associations (Merlan 1983: 35-37) 

nu- human males, most animates 

cu- human females, female animates 

mu- plants, some material objects, ochres, soils, seasons, times 

ku- body parts, topographic zones, types of locale, some material objects, European 
material objects, trees 

 
19. Ngandi 
Nouns, Adjectives, Demonstratives, Pronouns, Intransitive verbal prefixes (Heath 1978: 35–
37, 54, 59, 67) 

Human Male Human Female Animal Plant Other 

ni- na- a- ma- ku- 

 
Verbs -Transitive Subject and Transitive Object (Heath 1978: 68–78) 

Human Male Human Female Animal Plant Other 

ni- na- ɻa- ma- ku- 

 
Lexical domain associations (Heath 1978: 35–37, 171–174) 

ni- human males, native bees 

na- human females 

a- animals 

ma- many plants 

ku- abstract nouns, body parts, many plants 

 
20. Ngarinyin 
Adjectives (Rumsey 1982: 44, 55) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

a- ɲa- ma- wu- 

 
Demonstratives (Rumsey 1982: 32–33) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

ci- ɲi- mi-, mu- ka-, ku-, Ø- 

 
Interrogatives (Rumsey 1982: 35) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Ø- ɲi- mi- wi- 

 
Pronouns (Rumsey 1982: 33, 36, 52) 

Human Male Human Female Plant Other 
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a- ɲa- ma- wa- 

 
Part Nouns – Possessor (Rumsey 1982: 44) 

Masculine Human Female Plant Other 

a- ɲa- ma- wu- 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject (Rumsey 1982: 83) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

a- ɲa- ma- wu- 

 
Verbs – Transitive Object (Rumsey 1982: 85) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

i-, a-, an- ɲV-, ɲin- mV-, min-,  wV-, win- 

 
Lexical domain associations (Rumsey 1982: 37–41) 

a- human males 

ɲa- human females 

ma- place, most plants (especially edible ones), many body parts 

wu- time, rocks, minerals, trees, wood, wooden objects, language, many body parts 

 
21. Proto-Mirndi 
Adjectives and gender variable nouns (Harvey 2008: 77–78) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

*ci- *na- *ma- *Ø- 

 
Demonstratives (Harvey et al. 2006: 308) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Absolutive *ci- *na- *ma- *ku- 

Oblique *ni- *ŋa-   

 
Part Nouns – Possessor (Harvey 2008: 77–78) 

Masculine Feminine 

*ci- *na- 

 
Lexical domain associations (Harvey 2008: 62; Harvey et al. 2006: 294) 

*ci- human males, most animates, some others 

*na- human females, some animates, some others 

*ma- food, plant 

*ku- residue 

 
22. Tiwi  
Verbs – Intransitive Subject Past (Wilson 2013: 116) 

Masculine Feminine 

ji- ci- 

 
23. Umbugarla 
Nouns (Davies 1989: 37) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

Ø-, ka- Ø-, kiɲ- Ø-, ma- Ø-, ku- 
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Adjectives (Davies 1989: 44–47) 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

kV-, nV- kiɲ-, nVŋku-, nVmpu- m(V)- k(V)- 

 
Demonstratives (Davies 1989: 53–55) 

 Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

that na-ɲu niŋku-ɲu ma-ɲu ŋu-ɲu 

this ŋi-ni   ŋu-ni 

 
Part Nouns – Possessor 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

kV- kiɲ(cu)- mV- ku- 

 
Lexical domain associations (Davies 1989: 38–39) 

kV-, 
nV- 

human males, dogs, some weather terms, some body parts, insects, some birds, most 
snakes, non-vegetable food, some man-made things, some reptiles, some mammals 

kiɲ- human females, kangaroo, breasts, most birds, water animals and reptiles and their 
products, bee 

m(V)- wooden things, plants and their parts, most items made from plants, vegetable food, 
some body parts 

k(V)- geographical features, most body parts and their products, fire, smoke, rain, axe 

 
24. Unggumi 
Adjectives (McGregor 2008: 193, 195) 

Masculine Feminine Topography Other 

i- ɲi- ma- wu- ~ wi- 

 
Demonstratives (McGregor 2008: 193, 195) 

Masculine Feminine Topography Other 

i- ɲV- ma- wu- 

 
Intransitive Subject (McGregor 2008: 193, 195) 

Masculine Feminine Topography Other 

ka- ɲi- ma- ku- 

 
Lexical domain associations (McGregor 2008: 193–194) 

i- human males, most animals 

ɲi- human females, some animals  

ma- places, surfaces, majority of artefacts 

wu- things, a few temporals, trees, wood, fire, inedible vegetable matter, abstract 
entities 

 
25. Uwinymil (Harvey ms. b) 
Gender variable nouns and adjectives 

Masculine Feminine Plant Other 

a- iɲ- ma- u- 

 
26. Wagiman (Harvey ms. c) 

nu- some masculine kin terms, a few animals, adjectives 

 derives adjectives from stative coverb roots (Wilson 1999: 58–59) 
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ŋal- some feminine kin terms, some animals, a few others 

ma- remnant 

ku- remnant 

 
27. Wardaman 
Subsection terms (Merlan 1994: 101-102) 

Human Male Human Female 

ji- jiɲ- 

 
Nouns (Merlan 1994: 61–63) 

Human, Animal, Body Part Plant  Other 

Ø-, ji- Ø-, ma- Ø-, wu- 

 
Adjectives (Merlan 1994: 61–63) 

Human, Animal, Body Part Plant  Other 

ji- ma- wu- 

 
28. Warndarrang 
Nouns, Adjectives, Articles & Demonstratives (Heath 1980: 22–25, 28, 48) 

Human Male Human Female Animal Plant Other 

na- ŋi- (ɻ)a- ma- wu- 

 
Pronouns (Heath 1980: 35) 

Human Male Human Female Animal Plant Other 

n- ŋ- ɻ- m- w- 

 
29. Worrorra 
Adjectives (Clendon 2014: 131–132) 

Masculine Feminine Topography Other 

i- ɲiN- ma- wuN-, Ø- 

 
Demonstratives (Clendon 2014: 159, 162) 

Masculine Feminine Topography Other 

i- ɲi-, ma- wu- 

 
Pronouns (Clendon 2014: 156, 158, 163, 170) 

Masculine Feminine Topography Other 

a-, ka- ɲaN-, ɲuN- ma- ka-, ku- 

 
Part Nouns – Possessor (Clendon 2014: 131–132) 

Masculine Feminine Topography Other 

i- ɲiN- ma- wuN-, Ø- 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject and Transitive Object (Clendon 2014: 110) 

Masculine Feminine Topography Other 

ka- ɲiN- ma- kuN- 

 
Lexical domain associations (Clendon 2014: 81–89) 

i- human males, most animals 
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ɲiN- human females, some animals  

ma- topography  

wuN-, Ø- fire, trees, temporals, abstracts, deverbals 

 
30. Wubuy 
Wubuy distinguishes five classes only in the verbal Transitive Object paradigm. In all other 
morphological paradigms, Classes III and IV are merged.  
 
Verbal Prefixes (Heath 1984: 347–375) 
Transitive Object prefixes 

Human 
Male 

Human Female Animal Plant Other 

ni- ŋu-, ŋa- Ø- ma- -wu/[+cont]_, -ku/[+nas]_ 

 
Transitive Subject prefixes 

Human 
Male 

Human 
Female 

Animal Plant Other 

ni- ŋi-, ŋu- -wu/[+cont]_, -ku/[+nas]_- ma- -wu/[+cont]_, -ku/[+nas]_ 

 
Intransitive Subject prefixes 

Human Male Human Female Animal Plant Other 

ni- ŋu- wu- ma- wu- 

 
Nouns & Adjectives (Baker 2008; Heath 1984: 159–163, 173–193) 

 Topic Derivational Oblique Non-Topic 

Class I Male Human na- ni-  Ø- 

Class I Non-human na- ni- jii- Ø- 

Class II Female Human ŋaɾa- ŋaɾi-  Ø- 

Class II Non-human ŋaɾa- ŋaɾi- jii- Ø- 

Class III Animal ana- u- a- Ø- 

Class IV Plant mana- ma- ama- Ø- 

Class V Other ana- u- a- Ø- 

 
Heath lists the derivational prefixes with a final stop archiphoneme /G/. However, this 
archiphoneme has no independent segmental realization. Heath posits the archiphoneme 
solely to account for the failure of lenition to operate following some vowel-final morphemes 
(1984: 13). The failure of lenition to operate is analysed as following from the underlying 
presence of a final stop in these morphemes. Lenition is a complex and highly lexicalized 
phenomenon in Wubuy. Historically, it may have been the case that derivational forms once 
involved a final stop. However, this stop would presumably have been a separate morpheme, 
distinct from the class prefixes. As such, we do not include the proposed /G/ archiphoneme in 
our database of prefix forms. 
 
Demonstratives (Heath 1984: 272) 

Human Male Human Female Animal Plant Other 

-ki -ki -ni -ma, -mi -ni 

 
Lexical domain associations (Heath 1984: 177–193) 
Heath provides a detailed discussion of lexical associations. We provide a summary, listing 
generalizations presented in this discussion. 
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Human Male human males 

Human 
Female 

human females 

Animal most common class for specific fauna terms 

Plant predominant class for specific flora terms 

Other abstract concepts, predominant class for topography, time, weather, wind, 
body parts 

 
31. Wunambal 
Adjectives – closed class (Carr 2000: 66–67, 75–76) 

Human Most animals Some animals Food plants, 
topography 

Trees, timber, 
language, time 

pi-, pu- a- na- mu- wu- 
wuŋk- 

 
Demonstratives (Carr 2000: 78–82) 

Human Most animals Some animals Food plants, 
topography 

Trees, timber, 
language, time 

pi-, pu- a- ni-, niŋ- mi-, muŋ- wi-, Ø- 

 
Pronouns (Carr 2000: 77) 

Human Most animals Some animals Food plants, 
topography 

Trees, timber, 
language, time 

pɨ- a- nɨ- mɨ- wɨ- 
 
Body Parts – Possessor – closed class (Carr 2000: 66–67, 75–76) 

Human Most animals Some animals Food plants, 
topography 

Trees, timber, 
language, time 

pi-, pu- a- na- mu- wu- 
wuŋk- 

 
Verbs – Intransitive Subject (Carr 2000: 161) 

Human Most animals Some animals Food plants, 
topography 

Trees, timber, 
language, time 

pV- a- nV- mV- wV- 

 
Verbs – Transitive Object (Carr 2000: 170) 

Human Most animals Some animals Food plants, 
topography 

Trees, timber, 
language, time 

pu-, pɨ-n-, a-n- a-, a-n- na-, nu-, nu-n- mu-, mu-n-, ma- wu-, wu-n-, ka- 

 
Lexical domain associations (Carr 2000: 170) 

pi-, pu- human, collective of non-humans 

a- ‘animate’: rational non-humans, animals and meat foods; artefacts associated 
with the male sphere, long in shape, ?poking function 

ni-, niŋ- ‘animate other’ (e.g., birds), artefacts associated with the female sphere or 
concave/round shape, carrying function 

mi-, muŋ- topographical, food plants, ‘surface’ 

wu-, wuŋk- neuter: objects, timber and other trees, language, time, propositions, ‘on top’ 
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Appendix 3: Non-Pama-Nyungan Language Families 
 
There are currently proposals with some reasonable evidentiary basis for twelve families 
among the Non-Pama-Nyungan languages. The status of these proposals varies. It is only for 
the Mirndi language family that a full reconstruction examining both lexical and grammatical 
materials exists (Harvey 2008). All other reconstructions examine only portions of the lexical 
and grammatical materials. 

Among the twelve families, there are eight which have been proposed because of 
evident high levels of cognacy in lexical and grammatical morphemes between the putative 
members. 
 

Bunuban (McGregor 1990), Eastern Daly (Harvey 2003a; Harvey 2003b), Iwaidjan 
(Evans 2000a; Mailhammer 2014), Jarragan, Nyulnyulan (Bowern 2004; Bowern 
2012; Stokes & McGregor 2003), Tangkic (Evans 1990; Evans 1995), Western Daly 
(I. Green 1995), Worrorran (McGregor & Rumsey 2009) 

 
There are three families which do not show high levels of cognacy in lexical morphemes but 
where there are reconstructions of varying completeness of irregular paradigms of 
grammatical morphemes. These reconstructions provide persuasive evidence that the putative 
member languages constitute a distinct genetic grouping. 
 

Maningrida (R. Green 2003), Mirndi, Southern Daly (I. Green 2003) 
 
The Mirndi family is the only geographically discontinuous NPN family.  

The remaining proposed NPN family, Gunwinyguan, differs from the other families 
listed in a number of ways (Evans 2005: 250–251). First, there is disagreement as to whether 
the Gunwinyguan hypothesis has a satisfactory basis or not (R. Green 2003; Peiros 2002). 
Second, there is some disagreement over the full membership of the family. Thus, for 
example, Alpher et al. (2003) provide evidence for including Mangarrayi in the family, but 
Merlan (2003) proposes that it is related rather to Alawa and Marra. Third, if consensus can 
be reached on the two preceding points, then this family will be distinctive in having a much 
larger membership than any other Non-Pama-Nyungan family. The minimum number of 
members would be ten languages – Bininj Gunwok, Dalabon, Enindhilyakwa, Jawoyn, 
Ngalakgan, Ngandi, Rembarrnga, Uwinymil, Warray and Wubuy. 

Even at this minimum number, the putative Gunwinyguan family is significantly 
larger than the other eleven families, none of which have more than five well-established 
members. It is possible that there were a few more small families among the NPN languages. 
There are very limited materials on some NPN languages, and it is difficult or impossible to 
assess genetic relationships in some cases. There are no widely recognized hypotheses on 
higher level groupings among the NPN languages,other than the PA hypothesis. 
 

Family Languages Named varieties 

Bunuban Bunuba Bunuba 
 Gooniyandi Gooniyandi 

Eastern Daly Kamu Kamu 
 Matngele Matngele 

Gunwinyguan Bininj Gunwok many named varieties 
 Dalabon Dalabon 
 Enindhilyakwa Enindhilyakwa 
 Jawoyn many named varieties 
 Ngalakgan Ngalakgan 
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 Ngandi Ngandi 
 Rembarrnga Rembarrnga 
 Uwinymil Uwinymil 
 Warray Warray 
 Wubuy Wubuy 

Iwaidjan Amurdak Amurdak, Gidjurra, Urrirrk 
 Eastern Iwaidjan Manangkari, Mawng 
 Iwaidja Iwaidja 
 Northern Iwaidjan Garig, Ilgar 

Jarragan Gajirrabeng Gajirrabeng, Wardanybeng 
 Gija Gija, Giwajbem 
 Miriwoong Miriwoong 

Maningrida Burarra Burarra 
 Gurr-goni Gurr-goni 
 Na-kara Na-kara 
 Ndjébbana Ndjébbana 

Mirndi Jaminjungan Jaminjung, Ngaliwurru, Nungali 
 Jingulu Jingulu 
 Ngarnka Ngarnka 
 Wambayan Binbinka, Gudanji, Wambaya 

Nyulnyulan Bardic Bardi, Jawi 
 Nimanburru Nimanburru 
 Nyulnyulic Jabirr-Jabirr, Nyulnyul 
 Eastern 

Nyulnyulan 
Ngumbarl, Nyardi, Nyikina, Warrwa, Yawuru 

Southern Daly Ngan’gityemerri Ngan’gikurrunggurr, Ngan’gimerri, Ngan’giwumirri 
 Murriny-Patha Murriny-Kura, Murriny-Patha 

Tangkic Insular Tangkic Kayardild, Yangkaal 
 Lardil Lardil 
 Mainland Tangkic Ganggalida, Nguburindi 
 Minkin Minkin 

Western Daly Marranj Emmi-Yangal, Mendhe-Yangal, Warrgat 
 Marramaninjsji Marramaninjsji 
 Marringarr Marringarr 
 Marrithiyel Marriammu, Marridan, Marrisjebin, Marrithiyel 
 Matige Matige 

Worrorran Ngarinyinic Andajin, Ngarinyin, Wurla 
 Worrorric Umiide, Unggurranggu, Worrorra, Yawijibaya 
 Unggumi Unggumi 
 Wunambalic Bayimbarr, Dulngarri, Gaambera, Gwini 1, Gwini 2, 

Gwini 3, Winambal, Wunambal 

 
Appendix 4: remnant reflexes of the PA class prefix paradigm 
 
There are six NPN languages which do not synchronically have class systems but which 
show lexicalized traces of prefixes from the PA class marking system: Amurdak, Iwaidja, 
Jaminjungan, Jawoyn, Marra and Wagiman. Amurdak and Iwaidja are members of the 
Iwaidjan family, which also includes Ilgar and Mawng. In both Ilgar and Mawng, there are 
reflexes of the Class I prefix *ci- as an agreement marker and as a marker for masculine 
possessors. They both also have reflexes of the Class IV prefix *ma-.  
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Amurdak shows a lexicalized trace of the Class I prefix in its possessor system. The 
default 3SG possessor prefix is wi-, but with labial-initial stems, there is a ji- allomorph: wi-
jaŋa “3SG-foot”, ji-maŋa “3SG-throat”. We follow Evans (2000a: 98) and analyse the ji- 
allomorph as a reflex of *ci- (see also Mailhammer & Handelsmann 2009: 7). Iwaidja shows 
lexicalized traces of the Class I prefix *ci- in the 3SG pronoun forms and the Class IV prefix 
*ma- as a lexicalized Object prefix mam- (Evans 2000a: 116; Pym & Larrimore 1979: 45, 
88–91).  

Jaminjungan also shows lexicalized traces of the Class I and Class IV prefixes, *ci- 
and *ma- (Harvey et al. 2006: 306–308). Jawoyn has an instrumental prefix kun-, and we 
follow Merlan (2003: 354–355) and analyse this as a reflex of the Class V prefix *ku-. The 
Marra class marking patterns are set out in the following. 
 

Lexical domain Human Female Part Nouns Other 

Nouns & Adjectives (Heath 1981: 71–76) 

Absolutive n- n- Ø- 

Oblique ja- ɲa- na- 

Demonstratives (Heath 1981: 144–149) 

Absolutive ŋi-, ŋa- n-ki-, n-ka- ni-, na- 

Oblique ja- ɲa- na- 

 
The point at issue is the Absolutive marking of the Part Noun class in demonstratives. This 
involves an idiosyncratic double prefixation. The outer prefix is the standard Part Noun class 
Absolutive prefix n-. The inner prefixes ki- ~ ka- are otherwise unattested in Marra. 
However, the domain of part nouns may be reconstructed as associated with Class V, marked 
by *ku-, in PA. We propose that the inner ki- ~ ka- prefixes on the demonstratives in the Part 
Noun class are remnants of Class V prefixation. 

Wagiman has lexicalized traces of the Class IV and Class V prefixes, *ma- and *ku-. 

The adjective “short” is standardly mataɻu. However, there is an alternative form kutaɻu in 

the fixed expression laʔan kutaɻu “dead end”, literally “country short”. Historically, the root 

was taɻu, and the ma and ku portions were prefixes. The adjective “big” is standardly 

puluman, but there is an alternate form ku-pulu-pulu “very big”. Historically, the root was 
pulu, and the standard form involves a now lexicalized derivational suffix -man. The ku-pulu-
pulu form historically involves Class V prefixation to a reduplicated stem. The ku- prefix also 
appears unpredictably as an alternate form in two adjectives, whose standard forms involve 

nu- prefixation: nu-nawuca ~ ku-nawuccan “heavy”, nu-wuʔma ~ ku-wuʔman “hot”. 
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Appendix 5: Distribution of the reflexes of the PA class prefix system by language family 
 

  *ci- *ciɲ- *ta- *ma- *ku- 

Gunwinyguan Bininj 
Gunwok 

   X X 

 Enindhilyakwa X   X X 

 Jawoyn     remnant 

 Ngalakgan    X X 

 Ngandi   X X X 

 Uwinymil  X  X X 

 Wubuy X  X X X 

No Reflexes Dalabon, Rembarrnga, Warray    

Iwaidjan Amurdak remnant     

 Ilgar/Garig X X  remnant  

 Iwaidja remnant   remnant  

 Mawng X X  X X 

Maningrida Burarra  X  X X 

 Gurr-goni  X  X X 

 Ndjébbana remnant     

No Reflexes Nakkara      

Mirndi Jaminjung/ 
Ngaliwurru 

remnant   remnant  

 Jingulu X   X X 

 Ngarnka X   X remnant 

 Nungali remnant   X X 

 Wambayan X   X remnant 

Worrorran Ngarinyin remnant  X X X 

 Unggumi X   X X 

 Worrorra X  X X X 

 Wunambal   X X X 

ISOLATES Gaagudju X   X X 

 Giimbiyu    X X 

 Gulumoerrgin   X X X 

 Kun-barlang    X X 

 Limilngan X  X X X 

 MalakMalak X   X X 

 Marra     remnant 

 Tiwi X     

 Umbugarla  X  X X 

 Wagiman    remnant remnant 

 Wardaman X remnan
t 

 X X 

 Warndarrang   X X X 

 Wuna   X X  

 
 
Appendix 6: PA lexical cognates 
 

*caku left hand Bininj Gunwok kun-cakku, Ganggalida t ̪aku-wa, Kayardild t ̪aku, 

Kunbarlang caku, Lardil t ̪aka, Mangarrayi, cakujaku, Ngalakgan ku-
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(pala)-caku, Wagiman nu-caku 

PPN *t̪aku 

*tiɾ  tooth Batjjamalh tiɾa, Burarra ɾiɾa, Gaagudju ɻiɾi, Gurr-goni iɾiɾi, ɾiɾa- 

(bound root), ku-ɾiɾi “in/with the teeth”, MalakMalak tit, Mangarrayi 

tiɾ, Marranj tiɾ, Marrithiyel teɾ, Ndjébbana ɻitta, Ngan’gityemeri te-tiɾ 
PPN *tiɾa (reflexes tiɾa, liɾa, ɻiɾa, jiɾa) 

*t ̪ala mouth Dalabon talə, Ngalakgan ku-cala, Rembarrnga tala, Warumungu cala, 
Warray an-cili 

*t ̪aɾ thigh Bininj Gunwok kun-tat, Dalabon taɾu, Enindhilyakwa l̪aɾ- 
(compounds), Ganggalida taɾ(a), Jawoyn ŋan-caɾ, Kamu ceɾi, 
Kayardild taɾ(a), Lardil teɾa, MalakMalak cet, Matngele ceɾi, Warray 

an-ce 

Amurdak jaɾa “lower leg”, Mawng laɾi “leg” 

Ngalakgan (ku-)caɾppic, Ngandi ku-t ̪aɾppic, Warndarrang ma-jaɾpic, 

Wubuy ama-l̪aɾpic  

PPN *caɾa 

*t ̪eŋ foot Amurdak POSS-jaŋa, Bininj Gunwok kun-teŋe, Bunuba t ̪iŋa, Dalabon 

teŋu, Gooniyandi t ̪iŋa, Ngandi ku-t ̪eŋ, Rembarrnga caŋa, Wambaya 

caŋa, Wardaman ji-ceŋ 
*t ̪ip liver Bininj Gunwok kun-tiw, Jaminjung ci-jap, Ngalakgan (ku-)ciwi, 

Ngandi ku-t ̪iw, Nungali ni-jap, Uwinymil a-ti, Warray an-ci 

PPN *cipa 

*maŋo throat Amurdak POSS-maŋa, Iwaidja POSS-maŋa, Mawng POSS-maŋa, 

Ngalakgan (ku-)maŋa, Ngandi ku-maŋa, Wagiman maŋo-ʈal 

*maɻ hand Amurdak POSS-maɻa, Gajirrabeng maɭa-ŋ, Ganggalida maɭ-ʈa, Gija 

maɭa-m, Gooniyandi maɭa, Kayardild maɭ-ʈa, maɻ- (compounds), 

Lardil maɭ-ʈa, maɻ- (root), Ngalakgan ku-maɻci, Ngandi ku-maɻ, 
Wubuy a-maɻaŋ 
Proto-Nyulnyulan *maɭa (Stokes & McGregor 2003: 65), PPN *maɻa 

*waɲ armpit Amurdak waɲ, Bininj Gunwok kun-waɲ, Dalabon waɲ, Gungarakany 

weɲ, Jawoyn ŋan-waɲcal, Jingulu waɲku, Mawng aɲ, Nakkara waɲca, 

Ngalakgan ku-waɲkol, Ngandi ku-waɲ(kol), Ngan’gityemerri waɲciɾ, 
Rembarrnga waɲ, Wambaya waɲka, Warray an-waɲmili 

For PPN reconstructions, see Alpher (2004). 
POSS- indicates that the body part lexeme takes possessor prefixation. 
 
These correspondence sets involve a number of historical processes: 
 

a) Variation in correspondences involving initial coronals 
b) Variation between CVC and CVCV forms 
c) Lexicalized compounding 
d) Lexicalized nominal class suffixation 

 
a) Variation in correspondences involving initial coronals: There are two aspects to the 
variations involving initial coronals – the manner variations and the place variations. The 
manner variations are of the kind which follow from the operation of initial dropping and 
lenition. We reconstruct stops for PA and posit that other manners result from initial dropping 

and/or lenition. There are three patterns involving place among initial coronals. The root *tiɾ 
“tooth” shows consistently apical reflexes. The root *caku shows consistently laminal 
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reflexes. The Class I prefix *ci- shows consistently palatal reflexes. By contrast, the roots 

*ta̪ɾ “thigh”, *te̪ŋ “foot”, and *ti̪p “liver” show variation between apical, dental and palatal 

reflexes. We reconstruct the sets with consistently apical or consistently laminal reflexes as 
having had apical or palatal place in PA. We reconstruct the sets with variation as having had 
dental place in PA (see Harvey (2003c: 215–217) for a discussion of this issue in relation to 
the Gunwinyguan language family).  
 
b) Variation between CVC and CVCV forms: Australian languages vary as to whether they 
allow CVC words. When they do permit CVC words, they are typically only a small 
minority, and the great majority of nominal roots are disyllabic or longer. In languages which 
do not permit CVC words, CVC loans are augmented, usually by suffixing an additional V or 
CV (Baker 2014: 148–153). We posit that PA permitted CVC words but that many daughter 
languages either disfavoured or prohibited CVC words. In such cases, the CVC form was 
augmented by the suffixation of a vowel. This vowel was typically /a/, as in the PPN forms 

*tiɾa “tooth”, *ta̪ɾa “thigh”, *ti̪pa “liver” and *maɻa “hand”. In other cases, the suffixed 

vowel was harmonic to the root vowel, and in a few cases, the suffixed vowel is /i/ or /u/.  
 
c) Lexicalized compounding: This is most transparent with the Ngandi form for “armpit”, 

which varies between ku-waɲ and ku-waɲ-kol. There is a root kol in Ngandi which means 

“nest”. There is perhaps a metaphorical connection with the kol in the body part compound, 
but this is not established. Whether there is a metaphorical connection or not, the compound 
component kol must be synchronically distinguished as a bound root. The Ngalakgan form 

for “armpit” is (ku-)waɲkol, and there is no Ngalakgan-internal evidence for it being a 

compound. In this respect, it may be noted that compounding appears to be a further strategy 
for avoiding CVC word forms. Baker (2014: 150) notes that Ngalakgan has an unusually high 
percentage of monosyllabic roots – approximately 30% of roots. However, around half these 
roots appear only in morphologically complex words – compounds and reduplications. 
Among the other forms, we analyse the following as involving lexicalized compounding: 

 

*t ̪aɾ “thigh”: Enindhilyakwa l̪aɾ- (compounds), Ngalakgan ku-caɾ-ppic, Ngandi ku-

t ̪aɾ-ppic, Warndarrang ma-jaɾ-pic, Wubuy ama-l̪aɾ-pic  

*maɻ “hand”: Ngalakgan ku-maɻ-ci 

*waɲ “armpit”: Jawoyn ŋan-waɲ-cal, Nakkara waɲ-ca, Ngan’gityemerri waɲ-ciɾ, 
Warray an-waɲ-mili 

 
d) Lexicalized nominal class suffixation: There are some NPN languages which have 
developed class suffixation via encliticization of prefixed demonstratives. Among these 
languages are the Western Mirndi varieties, Jingulu and Wambaya. The development of class 
suffixation in these two languages is discussed in Harvey et al. (2006). The relevant point for 
present purposes is that the standard outcome for Class V nouns is a lack of overt suffixation. 
However, there is lexicalized evidence for overt Class V suffixation: -ka in Wambaya, 
and -ku in Jingulu (Harvey et al. 2006: 296, 301–304). The Wambaya and Jingulu forms for 

“armpit”, waɲka and waɲku, irregularly preserve this older overt Class V suffixation. 

 
Appendix 7: Lexical domain associations of reflexes of the inanimate classes 
 
Lexical domain associations of reflexes of *ma- “Class IV” 

Bininj 
Gunwok 

plants and their products, including life-form terms, sexual and excretory 
body parts, song, ceremony, custom, fire (both bush and domestic), food 
(vegetable and otherwise), some types of honey, boats, planes, cars 

Burarra non-meat food, spear shafts, clothing, bedding, paper, pens 
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Enindhilyakwa some lower animals, some plants, some body parts and body products, sun, 
weather, vehicles, things associated with the sea, cloth 

Gaagudju plants and their parts, weapons 

Giimbiyu vegetable 

Gulumoerrgin plants 

Gurr-goni most living plants, vegetable foods, most items made from plant materials, 
most body parts, corroboree and songs, canoes, paper, directions, causal 
relationships 

Ilgar/Garig food, plant, bush 

Kun-barlang plants, foods, man-made objects 

Limilngan plants 

MalakMalak non-meat food, parts of the body directly associated with food and speech, 
weapons and implements for obtaining food (meat and non-meat), language, 
story 

Mawng plants: trees, grasses, vines; many wooden artefacts: generic term for spears, 
and many specific terms (others Masculine); string, most specific terms for 
woven artefacts, fire, firewood, some body parts 

Ngalakgan plants, some material objects, ochres, soils, seasons, times 

Ngandi many plants 

Ngarinyin place, most plants (especially edible ones), many body parts 

Proto-Mirndi food, plants 

Umbugarla wooden things, plants and their parts, most items made from plants, 
vegetable food, some body parts 

Unggumi places, surfaces, majority of artefacts 

Wardaman plants 

Warndarrang plants 

Worrorra topography 

Wubuy predominant class for specific flora terms 

Wunambal topographical, food plants, ‘surface’ 

 
Lexical domain associations of reflexes of *ku- “Class V” 

Bininj 
Gunwok 

most parts of animals and plants, some parts of the landscape, weather and 
sea, time measures, languages and speech, country, place-based social 
categories 

Burarra wood, water, fire, places, houses, furniture 

Enindhilyakwa some lower animals, some plants, some body parts and body products, 
languages and speech, new artefacts, introduced food  

Gaagudju abstract entities, body parts, fire, geographical features, temporals 

Giimbiyu default 

Gulumoerrgin default 

Gurr-goni natural environment, water and liquids, fire and associated things, a few 
plants, structures and buildings, time, speech and speech forms, sicknesses, 
some body parts, abstract nouns 

Kun-barlang areas, locations, ideas, time, language, inanimate substances 

Limilngan default 

MalakMalak trees, wooden objects, fire, natural phenomena, European implements 

Mawng Kinds of ground: earth, rocks, sand, mud, landforms such as mountains, 
valleys; place names and words for kinds of places, liquids: water, milk, 
bodies of freshwater; knowledge, thought, culture, speech, language, events, 
time: seasons, temporal adverbials; some body parts 
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Ngalakgan body parts, topographic zones, types of locale, some material objects, 
European material objects, trees 

Ngandi abstract nouns, body parts, many plants 

Ngarinyin time, rocks, minerals, trees, wood, wooden objects, language, many body 
parts 

Proto-Mirndi default 

Umbugarla geographical features, most body parts and their products, fire, smoke, rain, 
axe 

Unggumi things, a few temporals, trees, wood, fire, inedible vegetable matter, abstract 
entities 

Wardaman default 

Warndarrang default 

Worrorra fire, trees, temporals, abstracts, deverbals 

Wubuy abstract concepts, predominant class for topography, time, weather, wind, 
body parts 

Wunambal neuter: objects, timber and other trees, language, time, propositions, ‘on top’ 

 
Appendix 8 
 
We surveyed 32 languages – 7 families, 9 isolates. 
 

Family Language Lexicon – total /m/- initial Percentage  
/m/- initial 

Eastern Daly Kamu 902 109 12% 

Eastern Daly Matngele 807 102 13% 

Gunwinyguan Bininj Gunwok 4553 576 13% 

Gunwinyguan Dalabon 3683 471 13% 

Gunwinyguan Jawoyn 2282 283 12% 

Gunwinyguan Ngalakgan 1388 194 14% 

Gunwinyguan Ngandi 1437 167 12% 

Gunwinyguan Rembarrnga 2857 348 12% 

Gunwinyguan Warray 1500 142 9% 

Gunwinyguan Wubuy 4088 374 9% 

Iwaidjan Mawng 2717 366 13% 

Iwaidjan Iwaidja 2529 349 14% 

Maningrida Burarra 3938 561 14% 

Maningrida Gurr-goni 2418 325 13% 

Maningrida Ndjébbana 2851 221 8% 

Mirndi Jaminjung 2095 258 12% 

Mirndi Jingulu 2047 225 11% 

Mirndi Ngarnka 573 47 8% 

Mirndi Wambaya 1543 201 13% 

Southern Daly Murrinh-Patha 2540 265 10% 

Southern Daly Ngan’gityemerri 1142 155 14% 

Western Daly Marranj 1211 193 16% 

Western Daly Marrithiyel 1296 204 16% 

 Alawa 2795 367 13% 

 Gaagudju 898 163 18% 

 Limilngan 474 104 22% 

 MalakMalak 584 66 11% 
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 Mangarrayi 2505 283 11% 

 Marra 2563 342 13% 

 Wagiman 1853 187 10% 

 Wardaman 1936 210 11% 

 Warndarrang 1119 166 15% 

 Average   13% 

 Standard deviation   3% 

 
We followed Ringe’s (1992) approach, which is to calculate the binominal distribution of 
identical words or segments connected to a word with the same meaning in order to assess 
how high, for instance, the chance is that two or more languages have a word meaning ‘dog’ 
that starts with /d/. Ringe (1992: 71–76) contains a separate section on multilateral 
comparisons, saying mainly that these increase the likelihood of chance matches. In our 
sample, the average probability that a word starts with m- is 13%. The standard deviation of 
3% suggests that the sample is relatively homogenous. Now, 26 out of 67 languages show 
reflexes of the nominal Plant class prefix starting with m-. We used the distribution of m from 
our sample as proxy for the distribution of m- in all 67 languages. Then we calculated the 
probability that 26 out of 67 languages have a word with the same meaning starting with m- 
using Ringe’s (1992) binominal distribution formula. The resulting probability is significant 
at a .001 level (p=8.217E-08). We are aware of the relatively simplistic nature of this 
approach and possible problems (see Poser 1993; Baxter & Manaster Ramer 1996; Baxter 
1998 Kessler 2015), but it is sufficient for our purposes. We are also aware that we generalize 
the probability of words beginning with m- across all 67 NPN languages in the sample on the 
basis of 32 languages. Although these languages have relatively typical phonotactics, it may 
be that a survey of all 67 languages would yield a different result.  
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